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Introduction

EVERKI manufacturers high-quality, stylish and innovative lifestyle prod-
ucts that carry and protect the digital equipment our clients use every day.  
We at EVERKI take that trust seriously and, as such, we insist on meeting 
the standards our customers expect of us.  Part of our obligation to our 
clients involves ensuring that all of our communications with existing and 
perspective clients remain on brand.  The EVERKI Style Guide is meant to 
assist existing and future staff with maintaining a consistent brand profile 
as we interact with the public.



Logo

Master Logo

The EVERKI master logo features the company name “EVERKI” in Antic normal 
font in white over the phrase “STYLE THAT WORKS” in Audiowide normal font 
in orange.  Both lines of the master logo are equidistant and are placed on a rect-
angular, black background.  Both lines of text are capitalized.

To ensure consistency of logo and brand, where possible, the EVERKI master logo 
should be used.  EVERKI logo variations are only to be used in scenarios when the 
master logo cannot be utilized. 

Images or text should never overlap the EVERKI logo, nor should the logo ever 
overlap or compete with images or text for space.  The logo should maintain a 
border of 24 px above and below in order to ensure that text does not encroach 
upon the logo.  The master logo should be so placed in relation to an image that it 
does not compete with the image for prominence in the image.  Efforts should be 
made to, as much as possible, place the master logo in an image utilizing the rule 
of thirds concept.

The EVERKI logo should always be positioned either to the top left, top centre, top 
right or bottom left of a page in internal documents and company communica-
tions.  This rule may be suspended in documentation in which EVERKI is indicat-
ed as a co-sponsor of an event or initiative and is being identified with multiple 
co-sponsors.



Variant Logos

There are two (2) EVERKI variant logos.  These logos feature:
1. The company name in black Antic font and tagline in orange Audiowide 
font on a white background
2. The company name in Antic font and tagline in Audiowide font in black on 
a white background

Variant fonts are only to be used when the master font cannot be reasonably uti-
lized, for example in advertising images which clash in color with the master logo’s 
black background or in images where the logo is rendered at a size that makes the 
tagline too small to comfortably read.



Logo in International Settings

EVERKI, as a US-based company, maintains its decision to market its prod-
ucts to non-English speaking regions without variation to its master logo.  
As such, the master logo retains its precedence when used in communica-
tions to non-English speaking clients.



Colors

The EVERKI brand’s colors are white, black and orange.  These colors are to be 
incorporated in all company internal and external communications. 

Color Code 

Color    Hex                                  CMYK                           RGB
White    #FFFFFF       0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     255    255    255
Black    #000000       0.00    0.00    0.00    1.00       0        0        0
Orange    #FFA500       0.00    62.0    100     0.00     255    165      0



Typography

As with the EVERKI logos, all headings, banners and prominent type are to be ren-
dered in Antic normal font.

Efforts should be made to render headings and prominent type in orange.
All normal font utilized in internal and non-advertising public communications 
are to be rendered in Helvetica font at size 10 in either black (in the case of white 
backgrounds), white or orange in the case of black backgrounds).



In keeping with the company’s brand positioning as a maker of innovative, com-
fortable, durable, high-end bags and accessories, images of EVERKI merchandise 
should never depict damaged or dirty products.

Photography



Print

All print documents are to utilize the EVERKI logo and company colors.
Company letterheads are to feature the EVERKI logo prominently at the top left or 
top centre of the page.

Regarding business cards, the logo should be placed prominently at the top left or 
top centre of the card with the name, job title, branch address, phone contacts, and 
email following.

REMINDER: When printing copy for external use always consult established color 
codes (see Color Code).

Brent Bain
Marketing Officer
38A Bag Street
Los Angeles, CA, C2Y 5K9
Tel: 1 843 456 8843
Email: brentb@everkimarketing.com



Tone

In keeping with EVERKI’s corporate persona, the tone of all the company’s outgoing 
communications should be consistently professional, well-articulated and to the point, 
while at the same time not aloof.
Language

EVERKI USA Inc. utilizes only standard American English in its internal and external 
communications.  This has ramifications for spelling, for example “color” as opposed 
to “colour” in some of the countries with which we conduct business.  
Adherence to standard American English also may influence phrasing choices, such 
as referencing “the underground” as opposed to “the subway”.  Employees developing 
external communications to regions outside of the US are encouraged to review their 
documents for possible issues stemming from phrasing.

Voice



Product descriptions for EVERKI merchandise are to be brief and to the point.  The 
use of bullets is encouraged to clearly itemize the selling points of company prod-
ucts.  

Descriptions of EVERKI bags and accessories should always focus on elements of 
comfort, innovation and practicality associated with the product.

Product Descriptions



Website

EVERKI’s web pages are to maintain a black background with text rendered in 
white.  Headings and sub-headings are to be rendered in orange.  Containers on 
web pages may be rendered with white background to provide contrast against an 
overall black background of the web page.  The company’s logo is to be prominent-
ly placed at the top left or top centre of each web page.

Each page of the website should carry at least one related EVERKI product image.



EVERKI’s master logo is to 
serve as the company’s profile 
picture on the social media 
platforms it utilizes.  On 
social media platforms that 
require a background image 
separate and apart from a 
profile picture, promotional 
images of EVERKI products 
are acceptable.

The tone used on the com-
pany’s social media accounts 
should be softened, so as to 
be conversational.

Social Media



Conclusion

EVERKI USA Inc. remains committed to creating innovative products that meet 
our clients’ needs in terms of comfort and practicality.  How we engage with our 
clients, whether directly or indirectly influences how EVERKI is perceived.  As 
such, it is important to always be on brand, presenting the company in a consis-
tent manner to the public.  The EVERKI Style Guide is to be used as a resource by 
employees to ensure a consistent brand profile is always maintained.


